
UnitusTI Best Practices: Data Acquisition Types 
Discrete Trial Probe NET 

 Number of trials is set the same for
each session

 Order of targets is set in configuration

 New targets appear automatically

 Concurrent target percentages are
collapsed and graphed as one data
point

 Concurrent targets are mastered
together

 Number of trials is set the
same for each session

 Order of targets is set in
configuration

 Percentage correct calculated
for each target separately

 Targets mastered separately

 When one target is mastered,
a new one appears
automatically but targets that
were not mastered remain

 Data point is recorded for
each target on the graph

 Data must be completed for
all current targets to record
data

 A minimum number of trials can be set

 Trials can be added and deleted while
the program is being run.

 A minimum number of targets can be
set to be displayed

 Targets can be added to the data page
in any order

 Percentage correct calculated for each
target separately

 Targets mastered separately

 Data point is recorded for each target
on the graph

Frequency Duration Interval 

 Target type = numeric

 Optional count down timer

 Tally button counts up

 Target type = Time

 Count up timer

 Can be stopped and
restarted

 Target type = Time

 Can be used for whole, partial or
momentary time sampling

 Timer counts interval time

 Data appears when time is complete

 Number of data points depends on
total duration set in configuration as a
target time

Task Analysis Rating Scale Target type 

 Can be set as forward chain, backward
chain, or total task in configuration

 Forward chain allows data to be taken
from first step to the last step only as
steps are mastered

 Backward chain allows data to be
taken from the last mastered step to
the last step

 Total task allows data be taken in any
order

 Scoring criteria must be set in
template

 Target type in template does
not matter, though label is
recommended

 LABEL only allows you to use

 Discrete trial

 Probe

 NET

 Task analysis

 TIME allow you to use

 Duration

 Interval

 Discrete trial, probe, NET

 NUMERIC allows you to use

 Frequency

 Discrete trial, probe, NET
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